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Even now, we still don’t know what to make of Joe Johnson
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Here we see Joe Johnson, who remains a man apart. (AJC photo by Curtis 

Compton)

When he arrived there was no consensus. Disagreement among owners over the sign-and-trade for Joe 

Johnson in the summer of 2005 touched off the back-and-forth litigation that hamstrung the Atlanta Spirit for 

years. Johnson has, in the five years since, stamped himself as the finest Hawk since Dominique Wilkins, and 

still there’s no consensus.

The Hawks have offered Johnson the maximum to stay here, and yet there will be no civic celebration if/when 

he re-ups. He has lifted this team from oblivion to Round 2 of the playoffs, but he has left his audience wanting 

more. Even more confusing: He has left Larry Drew, the new Hawks’ coach, wanting less.

Nobody else in the NBA plays quite like Joe Johnson, which sounds like a compliment but really isn’t. He 

monopolizes the ball in a way no other shooting guard — not even Kobe Bryant — does. When Johnson 

arrived there was some thought he was so skilled at distribution that he could even be the point guard, which 

was one of the excuses briefly given as to why it was for OK for Billy Knight to have passed on Deron Williams 

and Chris Paul in the 2005 draft.

But a strange thing happened: The shooting guard who could also pass wound up shooting to excess, and 

once the Hawks got good and started playing big games Johnson began to impress less. In three playoff runs 

as a Hawk he has scored under his regular-season average every time. Thus the (inevitable) question: Do you 

pay max money to a guy who doesn’t max out at crunch time?
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From the Hawks’ perspective, the answer is yes. Having come so far — from 13 wins in 2004-2005 to 53 last 

season — they cannot let their leading scorer leave without making every effort to keep him. More to the point, 

they cannot allow themselves to be seen as even bigger cheapskates than they appear to be. (They did just 

take the bargain approach to coach-hiring.)

To let Joe Johnson walk away would be tantamount to saying, “No need to buy tickets to our games, folks.” But 

here’s the tangle: Keeping Joe Johnson won’t spark a run on the box office. Because a lot of folks who have 

bought tickets have seen enough of J.J. All of which places the Hawks, not for the first time, in a no-win 

position.

If Johnson leaves, they’ll be viewed as having surrendered. If he stays, they’ll be seen as having overspent for 

a guy who’s one of the league’s better players but not among its 10 best. They’d surely get worse without him, 

but there’s no assurance they’ll get better with him.

How will you feel if Joe Johnson stays?

Five years a Hawk, Johnson has scored a lot of points — and taken a lot of shots — without winning a lot of 

friends. He has become the centerpiece of a team without quite becoming its leader. If Johnson had the 

personality of Josh Smith or Al Horford, he’d have owned Atlanta by now. Alas, he has always been a fairly 

dour presence, even in the good times.

In the final analysis, Steve Belkin was wrong for trying to the wishes of his co-owners and his general manager 

back in 2005: Joe Johnson was worth the outlay. The Hawks might never have broken .500 had he not agreed 

to come here. That said, growing evidence suggests the Hawks with J.J. have gone as far as they’re apt to go, 

and spending $119 million to keep him all but ensures they won’t be able to add much else.

If LeBron James re-signs with the Cavaliers, there will be celebration in Cleveland. If/when Joe Johnson 

commits to remain a Hawk, some Atlantans will grumble and others will shrug, and that will be the extent of the 

reaction. Because we in this city have watched him for five years, and we’re not yet sure what to make of him.
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